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In keeping with GRATA’s practice of informing clients regarding important legal developments that 
might influence their business, we draw your attention to the important legal aspects in legislation 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

 

On 24 November 2015, the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 419-V 'On the Introduction of 

Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan regarding Informatisation Issues' 

was enacted (hereinafter – the 'Amendment Law'). Changes in the legislation introduced by the 

Amendment Law affect various aspects of informatisation, including the terms of collection, accumulation, 

storage, transfer and protection of personal data.  Amendments described herein come into force from 1 

January 2016. Please find below a brief comparative analysis of the legislation being effective before the 

Amendment Law’s enactment (hereinafter – the 'old version') and after thereof (hereinafter – the 'new 

version').  

 

Accumulation and Storage of Personal Data 

 

Pursuant to the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Personal Data Protection, personal data shall be 

stored by: 

- the owner and (or) 

- the operator of the database containing the personal data and  

- by a third party (i.e. a person being neither a relevant subject of the personal data (herein after - the 

'subject'), nor owner, nor database operator).  

The new version of this Law requires the database to be held in the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

The changes, however, did not affect Article 16 of the Law, which allows for the cross-border transfer of 

personal data, i.e. the transfer to a foreign state. The cross-border transfer of personal data to a foreign 

state shall be only permitted subject to the protection of such personal data in the relevant state, although 

there are some exceptions (for instance, a cross-border transfer of personal data to a foreign state that 

fails to provide the data protection is possible upon the consent of the subject or his/her legal 

representative).  

At the same time, the Amendment Law provides for the use of personal data without the consent of 

subjects, when so required to ensure the safety of others. For instance, the new version of the Code of the 

Republic of Kazakhstan 'On Public Health and Health Care System', dated 18 September 2009, allows 

connecting electronic information resources containing personal data of patients to the telecom networks 

linking these resources with other databases without the consent of the patients, when requested by the 

competent public authorities to provide information in the electronic form on the persons being under 

follow-up care and suffering disorders and diseases, which are dangerous to society, including permanent 

mental disorders, alcohol, drug and other addictions, inclination to aggressive and violence. 

The old version of the Communication Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan, dated 5 July 2004, requires the 

communication providers operating in the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan to provide competent 

public authorities with organisational and technical capabilities for special investigation activities at all 

communication networks, as well as an access to the information on subscribers. 

The new version of the Communication Law imposes such a responsibility on both communication 

providers and owners of the communication networks. Moreover, under the new version of the 

Communication Law, the competent authorities shall be provided with an access to the ‘proprietary 
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information' in whole rather than to the 'proprietary information about the subscribers' only as specified 

before. In this case, the 'proprietary information' include information about subscribers and (or) users of 

communication services. A subscriber is an individual or legal entity entered into a service agreement 

providing the allocation of a subscriber line, subscriber number and (or) identification code, while a user of 

communication services is an individual or legal entity receiving the communication services. Thus, the 

new version of the Communication Law expands the list of entities, information on which is considered as 

'proprietary' and shall be accessible to the competent authorities engaged in special investigation 

activities.  

 

Liability for Violation of the Personal Data Protection Laws of Kazakhstan 

 

The Amendment Law provides for a number of provisions aimed at toughening the liability for violation of 

Kazakhstani laws on personal data protection. 

Thus, the old version of the Administrative Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan provides for penalties for 

illegal collection and(or) processing of personal data (in this case, the increased liability is imposed in 

cases where the violation has been committed by the owner, the database operator, or a third party using 

their official position) as well as for failure by the owner, operator or a third party to meet the personal data 

protection requirements. 

The new version of the Administrative Code provides for penalties for failure by the owner, operator or a 

third party to meet the requirements on personal data protection, where this causes the loss, illegal 

collection and (or) processing of such personal data, but there are no grounds for criminal liability. Such a 

violation entails a fine of maximum being approximately 5.8 thousand US dollars. 

Besides, the new version of the Administrative Code provides for the administrative liability for failure to 

take or improper taking of data protection measure by the owner of information systems containing 

personal data. The maximum penalty for this violation equals to approximately 583 US dollars. 

Significant changes were made also to the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, in particular, to 

Article 147 "Violation of Privacy and Laws of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Personal Data". 

The new version of the Criminal Code toughens the liability for illegal collection of information on the 

private lives of persons without their consent, if such information is their personal or family secret.  This 

violation will be punished with a fine of not more than 28.8 thousand US dollars, or with the involvement in 

the proportionate corrective labour to the same amount, or with the restriction of liberty for up to three 

years, or deprivation of liberty for the same period. In addition, penalties and fines will be imposed in case 

of causing significant damage to the rights and interests of persons by illegal collection and(or) processing 

of other personal data (being not their personal or family secret). 

In the old version of the Criminal Code, the ceiling amount of a penalty for the above violations was 

approximately 11.5 thousand US dollars, and limit term of restriction or deprivation of liberty was 2 years. 

Pursuant to the old version of the Criminal Code, the dissemination of information being a personal or 

family secret in public speech, public performance, in mass media, or using informational networks shall be 

punished with the deprivation of liberty for up to five years, with or without the deprivation of right to hold 

certain posts or to practice a specific profession for a period from two to five years.  

Under the new version of the Criminal Code, the dissemination of information being a personal or family 

secret shall be subject to deprivation of liberty for up to five years, and the dissemination of such 

information in public speech, public performance, in mass media, or using informational networks shall be 

punished with the deprivation of liberty for up to seven years. Thus, the old version of the Criminal Code 

provides only responsibility for public dissemination of personal information. The new version of the 
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Criminal Code, the fact of dissemination of personal data regardless of the method can already be 

considered as a criminal offense, and responsibility measures became higher.  

******************************* 

In summary, please note that the above novelties were introduced to expand the use of information 

technologies and to ensure the availability of information for both government authorities and the public; 

however, they tighten the requirements for personal data protection. 

We hope the review given above will be useful for you. We will keep you updated on the relevant issues.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

What we do: 

 

 Consulting on data protection issues  

 Drafting documents on issues of collection, 

accumulation, storage, transfer and protection of 

personal data 

 Legal Due Diligence on data protection issues 

 

 
For further information please contact: 
 
Saule Akhmetova, Partner 
Leila Makhmetova, Counsel 
 
104, M. Ospanov Str.,  
Almaty, 050020, Republic of Kazakhstan 
Tel.: +7 (727) 2445-777 
Fax: +7 (727) 2445-776 
E-mail:  info@gratanet.com  
www.gratanet.com 

 
Sincerely yours, 

GRATA International 
 

This information is provided for your convenience and does not constitute legal advice. It is prepared for 

the general information of our clients and other interested persons. This information should not be acted 

upon in any specific situation without appropriate legal advice and it may include links to websites other 

than the GRATA website.  
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